
Executive Council Retreat 2019 - Add on trip
Thursday, March 7, 2019

Arrive in Israel

Depart from Hotel to Rechovot

Ayalon Institute - The Pre-State Underground Bullet Factory
The Ayalon Bullet Factory was a clandestine Ammunition Factory built by
the Haganah while Israel was still under the British Mandate. Take an
illustrative tour of the factory itself, go under the ground, inspect the
ammunition production machinery still active today and listen to the stories
of this most secret place.

Carmel Shuk Tasting
The Carmel Market is a vibrant marketplace in Tel Aviv where traders sell
everything from clothing to spices, and fruit to electronics. The hustle and
bustle, noise, colors, and smells, as well as its reputation as the largest
authentic Middle-Eastern style shuk in Tel Aviv, all combine to make the
Carmel Market a favorite place for everyone.

Dinner on your own

Check in to Hotel

Overnight: Herods, Herziliya
Herods Herzliya Hotel is distinctly positioned on an exclusive man-made
island overlooking the Mediterranean Sea and Herzliya’s picturesque
marina. In addition, a unique range of superior amenities and designer
accommodation ensure guests enjoy an unforgettable experience.

Friday, March 8, 2019

Breakfast

Depart

Tour of Ancient City of Caesarea
Caesarea is an ancient port city with a long history. It was the capital of
Roman Palestine named by King Herod in honor of Caesar. It is one of the
most well preserved ancient cities in Israel and now hosts concerts and
cultural events.
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Wine Tasting at Carmel Winery
At this historic winery, you will observe the chain of wine production, from
the beginning of settlement in Israel, up to the revolution in Israeli wines
which is happening today. You will visit the winery cellars and view
authentic traditional and innovative technologies used in the production of
the wines. To complete the experience, you can enjoy wine tasting with a
varied selection of Carmel’s prestigious wines.

Tour Zichron Yaakov at the Southern End of the Carmel Mountain
Range

Optional Shabbat Dinner at Hotel

Overnight: Herods, Herziliya

Saturday, March 9, 2019

Traditional Day of Rest and Relaxation

Breakfast

Walking Tour of Herziliya

Depart for Tel Aviv
Discover the charm of the different neighborhoods of Tel Aviv. From
picturesque Neve Tzedek – the city’s first neighborhood, a haven of artists,
cafes, and boutique hotels; or the entertainment found on the streets of the
Pedestrian Mall in Nachlat Binyamin; to the ancient stone alleyways of Old
Jaffa; Tel Aviv is a kaleidoscope of old and new, blending the historic with
the modern-day.

Saturday Night on the Town

Overnight: Herods, Herziliya

Sunday, March 10, 2019

Breakfast & Checkout

Depart for the North
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Tornado Boating at Rosh Hanikra
Prepare to speed through the water,  and ride the waves with one of the
latest sailing boats on the market. This inflated rubber ship makes for swift
sailing along Israel’s rugged northern coast between Achziv and the cliffs
of Rosh Hanikra, by the border with Lebanon loads of fun!

Tour  the Ancient City of Tzfat
Tzfat, perched on a mountaintop in the Upper Galilee is known as the
mystical city of Israel, and was home to many famous kabbalists and
scholars. It still retains those mystical and magical qualities and it is now
home to many artists and artisans.

Opening Reception in Tiberias
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